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The Eighth Gate into Babylon
The Ishtar Gate



The Ishtar Gate 
The 8th Gate Into Babylon
Constructed around 575 BC by order of King 
Nebuchadnezzar II on the North side of Babylon

Originally on the list of the7 Wonders of the 
World the Ishtar Gate was replaced by the 
Lighthouse of Alexandria

The gate was covered in blue lapis lazuli stone
50 yards high and half a mile long

Lions, dragons, and bulls were carved into the 
gate

The Processional Way ran through this gate

It was excavated in the early 20th century and a 
reconstruction using original bricks is now in the 
Pergamon Museum, Berlin

Rendition of the Processional Way

http://www.ancient.eu/Ishtar_Gate/
http://www.ancient.eu/The_Seven_Wonders/


Lions, Dragons and Bulls line the walkway 
of the Entrance to the Ishtar Gate

Ishtar/Venus

Represents the 
Mother Dragon Tiamat

Represents the 
Age of the Bull



8th Chakra or Soul Star Chakra or seat of the 
soul. 

The energy center for Divine Love, Spiritual 
Compassion and Selflessness

Located above the Crown Chakra

Gateway to ideas and concepts beyond 
everyday reality, enhanced clairvoyance, out 
of body travel, healing gifts, telepathy, 
empathy, and advanced dream-recall. 

Can access downloads of specific information 
to all the chakras below that may create 
major life changes
.

Connects you with your spirit guides, your 
higher self (the part of the you that knows) 
and the process of ascension



Chakra Location Color Glands Purpose

Soul Star Above Head Rainbow or Silver All Enjoying the Gift of Life

Crown Top of Head Violet Pineal Gland Connecting with Spirit

Third Eye Forehead Indigo/Purple Pituitary Visionary

Throat Throat Blue Thyroid Creative Expression

Heart Chest Green Thymus Love and Compassion

Solar 
Plexus

Above Naval Yellow Pancreas Personal Power

Sacral Below Naval Orange Reproductive Feeling Intimacy

Root Base of Spine Red Adrenal Alive

Earth Star Below Feet Aquamarine All Grounding



Venus Goes Retrograde Within 2 to 27 days after the 7th or 8th Gate
Always when Venus is in the Evening Sky

The 7th or 8th Gate Ends when Retrograde Venus meets with the Moon

Venus stations retrograde around 28 or 29 degrees from the Sun
in the evening sky

Venus is retrograde for about 40 Days, 16 days evening sky, 8 days 
metamorphic underworld, 16 days morning sky. 16+16+8=40

Venus Retrograde and
The 8th Gate



Ascension As Full Earth Presence

This is the Ascension Gate as Inanna 
emerges from her Underworld Journey, 
“ascending” from the Underworld into the 
World.

This is Ascension INTO the Earth realm, 
where the Queen of Heaven re-emerges 
into the World as the fully initiated 
Goddess.

How does our perception of Ascension 
change when we consider Ascension INTO 
the Earth realm rather than up and OUT of 
it?

How do we consciously and creatively 
ascend into our true self?

What if our Full Feeling Presence 
on Earth is What Causes Us and 
Her to “Ascend” to the 5th State?



White Selenite (cell ignite) provides 
protection, activates the higher 
chakras
Satin Spar brings good fortune
Clear Quartz Crystal connects you to 
your higher self, amplifies intention
Kyanite aligns all chakras and never 
needs clearing
Tanzanite spiritual mastery, wisdom

Soul Star Chakra Stones Kyanite

Tanzanite

Clear Quartz White Selenite



Beyond Karmic Debt at the 8th Chakra
Karma has become a habitual orientation. 
To be free, one must recognize that karma 
is now a limiting belief and accept its 
release. Expansion is different from 
cycling through the same energy over and 
over again. Recognition of release of the 
karmic imperative frees us all from the 
repetitive cycle!  ~Sri Ram Kaa, Kira Raa, 
2012 Awakening: Choosing Spiritual 
Enlightenment over Armageddon

I recommend a brief daily practice of 
revoking all agreements to experience 
hardship, limitation, bad relationships, 
health problems, financial problems, 
family dysfunctions, and anything else in 
your life that is energy-draining. 
~Cameron Day Why I Am No Longer a 
Lightworker

The 8th Chakra encourages us all to re-examine 
family-of-origin doctrines and to finish soul 
learning. Many people would suggest that you 
also make reparation for what you did in past 
lives. Personally I believe the real goal behind 
this Chakra is to stop making the past more 
important than the present. ~Cyndi Dale, The 
Intuition Handbook

For sin shall not have dominion over you: for ye are not under the law, but under grace.                                     
~ New Testament, Christian Bible

https://www.amazon.com/2012-Awakening-Spiritual-Enlightenment-Armageddon/dp/1569756783
https://wakeup-world.com/2015/04/26/why-i-am-no-longer-a-light-worker/
https://www.amazon.com/Intuition-Guidebook-Safely-Wisely-Sixth/dp/0982668791


The 8th Chakra is our portal 
into and out of the 
Time/Space continuum. 
This chakra connects to the Akashic Records, 
the Book of Life, and the Shadow Records 
(The Book of Shadows)

The Akashic Records are the “books” where 
all we have ever seen, done, or said, in this 
life or any other is recorded. 

We can journey to any place that exists in the 
present or in other dimensions, and explore 
potential or desired futures. The Akashic
Records meticulously presents the facts. 

The Book of Life offers only positive 
perspectives on what has occurred or what 
will happen. 

It allows the viewer to read the past, present 
or future through rose-colored glasses, seeing 
the benefit of all experiences, thoughts, or 
interactions. 

The Shadow Records hold what was never 
done, said, or thought and is especially 
useful for clearing regret, the belief that 
we have lost or might lose a desirable 
opportunity.   

~The Complete Book of Chakra Healing 
by Cyndi Dale

https://www.amazon.com/Complete-Book-Chakra-Healing-Transformative/dp/0738715026


Our Power is Now: the 8th Chakra
Releasing Karmic Debt

If you think you are connected to 
personalities in other times - that you have 
past lives and future lives - then consider 
the possibility that it is all going on now 
and that you can reach to those other 
possible selves, mind to mind, for mutual 
benefit. 

Don’t trap yourself in negative stories, 
from this life or any other, that binds and 
confines you. 

In this moment of Now you are free to 
claim a bigger and braver story.

~Robert Moss, from his book
The Boy Who Died and Came Back

Our point of power
is always Now. 

In the present moment, we can 
choose what we take from the 
past - from our ancestors, from
re-incarnational dramas, from the 
ghosts who may be walking 
beside us - and what we will leave 
behind, once and for all.  

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/18249381-the-boy-who-died-and-came-back


Jumping Timelines
Whenever there is an increase in chaotic
events there is a convergence of multiple 
timelines. Due to the fact that your 
planet has entered a chaotic node and is 
experiencing ever increasing levels of 
chaos. 

There is also an increase in what we call 
time nodes. Time nodes occur when 
two or more timelines converge as a result of their proximity.  

Creative and novel effects often occur within timelines when they enter a time node 
proximity to other timelines. These are evolutionary jump starts that hold 
tremendous possibility for accelerated evolution if you understand how to utilize 
them.  

We believe this information has vital significance for those of you engaged in the 
ascension process and for its sheer survival value.  
.

From Video of Channeled Hathor Teachings and article listed in resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x98jCXX0cgw


Jumping Timelines
You already possess two of the greatest treasures in your 
very own nature - your sovereign will (to make choices) 
and your capacity to feel. 

These two, when combined properly allow you to jump 
timelines as you so desire, as co-creators of your reality 
rather than being mere pawns on a chessboard. 

The fundamental principle, for jumping timelines, 
involves the coordination of a few significant fields of 
intentionality.  ~Tom Kenyon, from the Hathor Archives

1. You identify the 
timeline you wish to 
move into.

2. You shift your 
vibrational state to 
match the timeline.

3. You lock in the 
vibrational state 
so it does not waver.

4. You take an action 
that is an expression of 
the new timeline.

5. Persevere.



Anchors of Light

Humanity Awakening Schumann 
Resonance Jumping above 36
https://drjoedispenza.net/blog/consciousn
ess/what-does-the-spike-in-the-schumann-
resonance-mean/

There is an incredible propulsion of opportunity now that’s here 
that is taking more of us than ever before on that wave. Those of 
you who are innovators, those of you who are creators, those of 
you who are pioneers of new ways of being - a more conscious, 
more peaceful, more community focused way of being. 

Those of you who are that group, you are going to find this an 
extraordinary time as the connection energy is rising again, the 
ability to move forward with your plans, the ability to divinely 
create with energies that come through you. 

Lee Harris Rise of the Lightworkers
http://www.leeharrisenergy.com/lheblog/energy-update-the-
rise-of-the-lightworkers

https://drjoedispenza.net/blog/consciousness/what-does-the-spike-in-the-schumann-resonance-mean/
http://www.leeharrisenergy.com/lheblog/energy-update-the-rise-of-the-lightworkers


What Demons are showing up for you?

Demons of the 8th Chakra
Regret Demon
Restless Demon
Ungrounded Demon
Purposeless Demon
Unenthusiastic Demon
Didn’t Do It Right Demon
Cluttered Thinking Demon
Karmic Retribution Demon
Missed Opportunities Demon

Name Yours _____________________



Kindness Changes the World

Kindness is Healthy for Our Hearts. Acts of kindness 
also increase our sense of connection with others 
and increases the feel good hormone oxytocin and 
that releases Nitric Oxide lowering blood pressure. 
This is true for those who perform the act of kindness,
those who receive the act of kindness and those who 
witness the act of kindness. 

Kindness is link to happiness. When we are kind to others, 
we feel good physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
Kindness elevates the feel good hormone Dopamine. 

Kindness lowers inflammation in the body thus slowing the aging process again through the 
release of oxytocin and the stimulation of the Vagus Nerve.

Kindness is good for our relationships creating deeper bonds of love and trust reducing the 
emotional distance between us. We are wired for kindness and cooperation in ways that 
strengthen our relationships and help us create new ones. Its in our DNA. 

Kindness is Contagious. Our kindness inspires others 
to be kind – activating a kindness revolution that 
spreads into our culture and our world is changed.

Random Acts of Kindness 
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org

https://www.randomactsofkindness.org
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/


Soul Star Chakra Questions
How do you Perceive Ascension from an Earth 
honoring perspective and what would it take for 
you to further experience it?

What limiting patterns from your ancestral 
lineage are ready to release now?

How might you live your life differently if you 
forgave yourself for past mistakes, choosing to 
live wholeheartedly from this point forward?

What new choices might you make in your life if 
you put your Higher Self in charge?



Home Play for 8th Chakra
1. Venus Recap (Left Brain/Akashic Records) Using your 
Venus Journal and/or other journals or memory, revisit the 
timeline of this Venus Cycle. Consider dividing it according to 
Descending Chakra Gates, Underworld, and Ascending Chakra 
Gates. Journal on each period and create a summary.

2. Shadow Records/Meeting Your Demons: Journal honestly 
on what you regret, missed opportunities, demons you feel 
are still with you.

3. “Book of Life” Positive Review: Journal on these events 
from just the positive perspective, wearing “rose colored 
glasses.” Especially regarding your regrets (above) note what 
were positive outcomes from your choices or lack of action?

4. Soul Star Chakra Integration/Right Brain: From reflections 
above, create a Mantra and/or choose images for each 
Chakra and create one or more of the following:

*A vision board 
*An oracle deck for each gate and the underworld 
*Choose an object for each chakra to place on your 
Venus Altar.



Home Play for 8th Chakra
1. Refresh Your Altar with items representing your 
Venus Journey.

2. Connect with Evening Star Buddy or friend: for 
support with Venus Cycle Home Play/Integration 
Process

3. Share your Vision Board, Mantras, Oracle Deck or 
reflections from the Venus Journey: on FB, with 
Venus Buddy and/or in email to Cayelin and Tami

4. Night Sky Ceremony: Create a special night 
sky completion ceremony under Venus and the 
Moon. 

5. Go back and listen to Tami’s Tuning into Your 
Chakras Meditation and each of Cayelin’s
Chakra Gate Meditations to Re-ignite all of 
them.



Additional Resources
Jumping Timelines article by Tom Kenyon, from the 
Hathor archives http://tomkenyon.com/jumping-time-
lines

100 Ways to Sunday a super fun novel about 
Shamanically Jumping Timelines by Robin Rice 
https://www.robinrice.com/a-hundred-ways-to-sunday

What You Should Know When Jumping Timelines 
article by Kim Hutchison
http://in5d.com/jumping-timelines/

The Kindness Diaries on Amazon and Netflix
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/watch-the-
kindness-diaries-now-streaming-on-
netflix_us_58a74af5e4b0fa149f9ac559

http://tomkenyon.com/jumping-time-lines
https://www.robinrice.com/a-hundred-ways-to-sunday
http://in5d.com/jumping-timelines/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/watch-the-kindness-diaries-now-streaming-on-netflix_us_58a74af5e4b0fa149f9ac559

